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This project will show you how to create homemade playing card bookmarks that are fun and easy to make! I go into this in the Out of the Comfort Zone competition as I am not used to making crafts and art. For this project you will need:Colored PaperMod Podge BrushPlaying CardsPist a bookmark shape from the construction paper and apply a coating of mod podge. I use a foam brush to do this. Next, I
collected playing cards I would like to use and placed them on the bookmark. It's okay for the playing cards to keep out of the book mark. Be sure to use different pages and cards placed randomly. Once the cards have been stuck to the bookmark, wait until Mod Podge has dried. Then trim the playing cards that protrude from the paper. Apply an extra layer of Mod Podge on top of the cards. Use a punch
to get a hole near the top of the bookmark. It uses string, tying a bow through the hole. The new bookmark is finished. Thanks for trying this project out! Participated in the Beyond the Comfort Zone Contest So you have a question that Google can't answer, an interest that leaves you confused about where you can find out more, or a yearning for some good old-fashioned entertainment. The internet is a
treasure trove of digital gold, but knowing this doesn't do you any good if you don't know what's hiding in there. Look, 10 websites that might just be similar to what you were looking for. And if not, well, at least you will have them (bookmarked hopefully) for future reference! mama_mia/Shutterstock.com a great blog for anyone who wants to streamline their lives, Lifehacker provides tricks and tips to get
things done. Whether you need tips to help with time management or a shortcut to complete a specific task, Lifehacker is a great site that can help you solve almost any problem. Visit Lifehacker Photo made Canva.com Reddit is a social news site. Simply subscribe to threads based on topics of interest (or even your geographic location) to see the best user-submitted topics rise to the top. You can
contribute links to the community as well, plus choose to get involved in the discussions if you wish. Visit Reddit If you're looking for some free music to stream while doing what you need to do, there's SoundCloud. This is a social music network where artists and producers of all types (amateur to professional) upload their musical creations so everyone can listen to for free. Build playlists, tune into stations
and follow your favorite artists. Visit SoundCloud Do you want to be the first to know about the best new products and services that are launching? Product Hunt is a bit like Reddit for entrepreneurs and creative people who want to promote their new tech products/services, books, games or podcasts. Like Reddit, you can get involved in voting and discussions as well. Visit Product Hunt So everyone knows
that YouTube is the king of the Internet But Vimeo has a special place in viewers' hearts- for their beautiful full-length movies, animated shorts, amazing documentaries and more. Vimeo is where cinematography really comes to life. If you want to see something that will blow you away, start using Vimeo. Visiting Vimeo Yahoo Answers has been the general go-to site for crowdsource answers to questions,
but they are not always terribly useful, informative or even correct. Quora, on the other hand, has a much higher quality community of members with knowledge and expertise in all subjects under the sun. Search for questions, create your own, or offer your answers to others. Visit Quora Rotten Tomatoes is the place to go to all movies and TV. It is especially useful to measure whether something is worth
seeing, thanks to the reviews this site offers. In addition to that, you can also watch trailers, watch what's hot right now, catch up on movie/TV news and more. It's basically a couch potato dream. Visit Rotten Tomatoes IFTTT (If this so) is a web tool that allows you to connect the apps and Internet services you use, so when you manually create an action on one app/service, it automatically generates an
action on a similar app/service that you set up. It basically helps you cut down on manual tasks by automating them. Super useful if you use a lot of online tools. Visit IFTTT Medium is a blogging/publishing website where lots of talented writers go to share their stories and to educate others willing to read their stuff. You can find everything from opinion pieces and personal development hacks, to marketing
advice and health tips. If you love reading really good things, get on Medium and start browsing your interests. Visit Medium Here is another for the movie and TV lovers sofa potatoes. Or at least for those who never remember the actors' names. Similar to Rotten Tomatoes, IMDb is a popular source of entertainment news and information. One of the great advantages of having this site bookmarked is
access to all celeb content. This is where you go to find out more about a particular celebrity. Visit IMDb There is no doubt about it; industry has become digital. And as traditional media choices disappear, making room for digital equivalents, so too do our news and information sources. We can no longer rely on magazines and other journals; by the time we get them, the news contained is already outdated.
Therefore, as a good advertising professional, you should dedicate a small portion of your day (or week if you have very little free time) perusing large websites that contain a flurry of information. Not just news sites, but social media, content aggregators and more. Here is a list of 15 websites that you should check out daily, be it through bookmarking the sites or following them on social media. If you live in a
major advertising city, there will be an Egotist for you. It all started Denver Egotist, men har nu afdelinger i New York, San Francisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, London, London, even Dubai. This is a great resource for local and national news. Very few advertising blogs do the local scene well, this is top of the bunch. It's also anonymous, which means you get some very strong opinions on that. Bookmark your
local Egotist today. For everyone in the industry, this is a great source of information. Updated daily, sometimes every hour, it will give you the lowdown on the latest campaigns, movers and shakers, new technologies and more. For the latest news and gossip, entertainment stories, videos, politics and anything else you can think of, Buzzfeed collects it all in one convenient place. It's not as user-centric as
Reddit, but it's still a reliable and constantly updated resource. Back in the day, Wallpaper* magazine was required reading in advertising agencies I worked on in London. It *referred to * things that refine you. And yes, that's it. It is filled with the latest architectural trends, design, art, fashion, travel and lifestyle. If you want to know what the next big thing will be, you will find it within the pages of
Wallpaper.com. Just a few years old, The Verge covers the intersection of technology, science, art and culture. If you know anything about the direction our industry is heading in, you will know how relevant this statement is. Covering the latest on web &amp; social, gaming, mobile, science, pop culture and even law, this is a must visit daily site. Very few names conjure up the vision of groundbreaking news
and insights. Wired is one of them. This is the place to go to your tech news, business, design, entertainment, science and predictions for the future of, well, all of the above. Every day, ads around the world show dozens of new campaigns from agencies around the world. Admittedly, I find a lot of the work very formal, designed to win awards. But there are still hundreds of great ideas about there that can
leave you feeling inspired. Check it out daily. Now over ten years old, and probably the most read advertising blog in the world, Adverblog is a one-stop-shop for all the latest digital advertising and marketing. And they insist that they serve up only the best ideas worldwide. Having been a regular reader from their inception, I agree. Released by veteran advertising guru Steve Hall, AdRants promises a no
taboos approach to ad blogging. You get fiery opinions, funny reviews, plus serious coverage of trends, strategies, viral campaigns, buzz and even industry research. This one is definitely a favorite of the ad community. Everything and everything that is popular on the web will make its way to the front of Reddit.com. The site, separated by many different categories, gives readers karma points for
submission and commenting. They tag NSFW links, and topics range from movies and music to the truly bizarre. If you want your finger on the pulse of pop culture, it should be placed right here. The go-to website for everyone in advertising, marketing, PR, and Industries. Ad age is updated every hour with the latest business news and includes in-depth articles and coverage of the most important stories
around advertising. Some content costs you money to access, but it's worth it. The AdAge reporters will keep you updated on all the information. A massive repository of the latest and greatest ads, both national and international, in one convenient place. AdLand has stood since 1996 and boasts the largest collection of Super Bowl ads anywhere online. If you want to feed your inner ad geek, this is the
place to be. Looking for ideas, news, trending topics, and a place that inspires you to do better work? Then move on to The Inspiration Room. You get to see a lot of work that's not usually highlighted by the big boys (AdFreak, AdAge), and it covers everything from film and print to interactive and sound. Bookmark this one right now. Political advertising. Media trends. Ad people. Leaders. AdPulp has it all,
and is not only a great read, but a daily reminder of why you got into advertising. Covering new work, content and creative campaigns from around the world, it's a smart site with a lot to offer someone in advertising, marketing and design. Let us face it; advertising has gone digital. Or at least, it's now a massive chunk of industry. If you want to be on top of the latest digital trends, campaigns, mover and
shakers, and all things new media, check in with DigiDay at least once a day. An amazing and insightful destination. Destination.
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